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Smuggler‘s Trail
On a modern paper-chase through Andermatt fun and excitement are guaranteed. 
The digital clues lead to the two smugglers, Vincenzo and Giuseppe. They are 
carrying out crystal smuggling over the Gotthard Pass. Who can stop the two thie-
ves and secure the valuable loot?

Duration 1.5 hours (short trail) or 2.5 hours (long trail)
Number of participants unlimited / you can start in both directions
Costs CHF 12 per person
Languages German / English
Contact details Tourist Info Andermatt, info@andermatt.ch,
 +41 41 888 71 00, www.andermatt.ch

The Favourite Places of Molly the Marmot
This theme path leads the whole family to the favourite places of Molly the  
Marmot. Messages at various places en-route lead the way. A small lunch-bag of 
provisions and surprises is given to the explorers.

Duration approx. 2 hours
Number of participants unlimited
Costs CHF 29 per packig (6-10 persons per group)
Services incl. a small lunch-bag of provisions
Languages German / English
Contact details Tourist Info Andermatt, info@andermatt.ch,
 +41 41 888 71 00, www.andermatt.ch

Guided Tours of Andermatt, Hospental, Realp
A local guide presents the most beautiful buildings and corners of our mountain 
villages. Interesting background information on local population, history and life 
“up here” as you make your rounds.

Duration 1.5 hour
Number of participants max. 14 persons per group
Costs CHF 150
Languages German / English / French / Italian
Contact details Tourist Info Andermatt, info@andermatt.ch,
 +41 41 888 71 00, www.andermatt.ch
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Guided Theme Tours in Andermatt
Whether the history of Transportation and Mobility or of Tourism. Our local guides 
are mobile dictionaries and pass on their knowledge to their guests. All tours are 
flexible and can be adjusted to the wishes of the guests (time/theme) and can be 
combined with a drink/apéro or a meal.

Duration 1.5 hour
Number of participants max. 14 persons per group
Costs CHF 150
Languages German / English / French / Italian
Contact details Tourist Info Andermatt, info@andermatt.ch,
 +41 41 888 71 00, www.andermatt.ch

The Tower Warden‘s Guided Tour Hospental
During a 90 minute guided tour the Tower Warden of Hospental describes the  
history and stories surrounding the covert capital of the valley.

From the railway station the tour moves past the Belle-Epoque-Hotel Meyerhof, 
the St. Gotthard, in the upper part of the village the Tower and Church and then 
by way of the old Furka road back to the station. All of this in the dark of the night 
and hopefully a clear, starlit night.

Duration 1.5 hours
Number of participants max. 14 persons per group
Cost CHF 150
Languages German / English / Italian
Contact details Tourist Info Andermatt, info@andermatt.ch,
 +41 41 888 71 00, www.andermatt.ch

Audio Tours “Schöllenen“ and “Witch Hunt“
In the summer of 2021 the tours “Schöllenen” in Andermatt and “Hexenjagd” in 
Hospental become an audio-experience. The “Actionbound“App guides by way of 
GPS to the various locations, where exciting myths and tales can be heard on  
your own Smartphone.

Number of participants unlimited
Costs CHF 9 per scan with smartphone
Languages Schöllenen: German / English
 Witch Hunt: German
Contact details Tourist Info Andermatt, info@andermatt.ch,
 +41 41 888 71 00, www.andermatt.ch
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Cheese Making
Lydia and Christian Näf, in the Geissenparadies on the Göscheneralp, show, step  
by step, how goat‘s cheese is produced. Tasting of local food products is a must!

Duration 2 hours
Costs  CHF 80 per hour
Costs Tasting of local produce CHF 15 (adults) / CHF 8 (children)
Languages German / English
Contact details Christian Näf, info@geissenparadies.ch,  
 +41 79 545 14 52, www.geissenparadies.ch 

Bachstein-climbing
The group hikes along with their local guide along a section of the Göschener river 
Reuss. The tour leads to fascinating places, small lakes with crystal clear water, 
sandbanks and polished granite landscapes. A dip in the mountain stream is im-
mediately refreshing.

Duration 2 hours
Number of participants 1-20 persons (larger groups with a surcharge)
Costs CHF 210 per group
Necessary material Hiking boots or strong hiking shoes, bathing suit   
 and towel, spare socks and a windproof jacket
Language German
Contact details Wasserwelten, info@wasserwelten.ch, 
 +41 77 530 08 84, www.wasserwelten.ch

The Goat‘s Paradise - A Visit to a Farm
Christian Näf and his wife Lydia run their alpine farm with passion and in the 
summer months the alpine farm runs farmyard-visits. Christian manages the 
questions and answers about life up on the Göscheneralp. Depending on interest 
the visit goes to the animals stalls, up on the Alp, a visit to the goats or to the  
making of goat‘s cheese.

Duration 2-2.5 hours
Costs CHF 80 per hour
Costs Tasting of local produce CHF 15 (adults) / CHF 8 (children)
Languages German / English
Contact details Christian Näf, info@geissenparadies.ch,  
 +41 79 545 14 52, www.geissenparadies.ch 
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Guided Village Tours of Andermatt 
He is liberal minded, adventurous and rooted in Andermatt. Bänz Simmen knows 
the local region better than anyone else. On diverse tours he presents his Ander-
matt and tells many a tale.

Subjects -guided tour of Andermatt
 -myths and legends
 -geology and mineralogy
 -flora and fauna
 -culture and history of the Gotthard
 -transport and traffic 
Costs CHF 80 per hour
Languages German / English
Contact details Bänz Simmen, kiosk@kiosk61.ch, +41 41 887 00 50

Visit (with a guide) the Ursern Valley Museum
The Ursern Valley Museum can be found in one of the most beautiful Patrician 
Houses in Andermatt. The centerpiece is the living culture around 1780 / 1800 with 
the state room. The permanent exhibition depicts the valley and cultural history  
as well as a natural resources collection. The local Olympic winner, Bernhard Russi, 
has a special exhibition dedicated to him.

Duration 1.5 hours
Number of participants 4-14 persons
Costs CHF 6 per person / min. CHF 80
Costs with guide with apéro CHF 23 per person
Languages German / English / French / Italian
Contact details Annemarie Müller, +41 41 887 15 39,
 annemarie.mueller@korporation-ursern.ch

Visit the Göscheneralp Dam
An impressive tour of the inner workings of the 155 m high dam. 300 steps lead 
down to the main valves. A local guide tells many interesting stories about the 
workings of this dam and of the Göschenen power station. A funicular railway  
returns the group to the starting point.

Duration approx. 4 hours
Number of participants 8-12 persons per group
 (max. 2 groups possible / smaller groups with a   
 surcharge)
Costs  CHF 30 per person
Language German
Contact details Wasserwelten, info@wasserwelten.ch, 
 +41 77 530 08 84, www.wasserwelten.ch
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The three turning-loop tunnels around Wassen – 
from Gurtnellen to Wassen
Countless publications exist about the construction of the Gotthard Tunnel. How 
the challenging train routes were built is hardly known. The construction was a 
technical masterpiece of the 19th century, built in record time and claiming almost 
as many lives as the Gotthard Tunnel.

Duration 2-4 hours
Number of participants 10-25 persons
Costs on request
Necessary equipment Hiking boots or robust sports shoes, rain proofs
Languages German / English
Contact details Kilian T. Elsasser, ke@museumsfabrik.ch 
 +41 78 619 78 61, www.museumsfabrik.ch

Guided Tour of the Gotthard Tunnel Village, 
Göschenen
In the forefront is the dramatic story of the Gotthard Railway Tunnel build between 
1872-1882. The tour visits the original sites where the blastings, living accommoda-
tion and strike were and how transport over the Gotthard developed from a mule 
track to the motorway (Bridge Museum). In the Hotel Krone a miners stew or an 
Urner vegetarian speciality will be served.

Duration 2 hours (excl. Lunch)
Number of participants 10-25 persons
Costs CHF 250 per group (excl. Lunch)
Miners Stew approx. CHF 25 per person (Chalet Hotel Krone)
Languages German / English 
Contact details Kilian T. Elsasser, ke@museumsfabrik.ch 
 +41 78 619 78 61, www.museumsfabrik.ch

Stories and Legends of the Gotthard
An excursion on the new hiking trail from Andermatt (1436 mtrs) to Göschenen 
(1111 mtrs) is a journey through time, from the new Tourism Resort back to the 
history of Gotthard transport connections and its legends. In the Hotel Krone in 
Göschenen a miners stew or an Urner vegetarian speciality will be served.

Duration 2 hours (excl. Lunch)
Number of participants 10-25 persons
Costs CHF 250 per group (excl. Lunch)
Miners Stew approx. CHF 25 per person (Chalet Hotel Krone)
Necessary equipment Hiking boots or robust sports shoes, rain proofs
Languages German / English
Contact details Kilian T. Elsasser, ke@museumsfabrik.ch 
 +41 78 619 78 61, www.museumsfabrik.ch
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Fascination Rock - Via Ferrata Routes for Beginners
The steep granite rock cliffs in the Andermatt Holiday Region are a pleasure for 
every active nature lover. The mountain guides of the Mammut Alpine School in-
troduce their guests into the fascinating world of fixed rope routes.

Duration 1 day
Number of participants 3-8 persons
Costs from CHF 198 per perso, Climbing equipment 
 included (climbing harness, fixed rope sets, helmet)
Languages German / English
Contact details Mammut Alpine School, +41 62 769 81 83,
 alpineschool@mammut.com

Trekking on the Rhone Glacier
Glacier light! A sea of ice under your feet, crystal clear air paired with a magni-
ficent backdrop, this is how you are inspired. Equipped with crampons and ice axe 
you are led over the Rhone Glacier by the Mammut Alpine School and on to the  
100 mtr long accessible ice grotto.

Duration 1 day
Number of participants 3-10 persons
Costs from CHF 198 per person, Glacier equipment 
 included (crampons, ice axe, harness), 
 entrance ice grotto CHF 9 (opt)
Languages German / English
Contact details Mammut Alpine School, +41 62 769 81 83,
 alpineschool@mammut.com

Climbing Park – Sport climbing for Beginners 
Climbing outside is a particularly intensive experience. The mountain guides of the 
Mammut Alpine School inspire their guests for this form of sport. With well groun-
ded instructions even beginners achieve their first routes.

Duration 1 day
Number of participants 3-8 persons
Cost  from CHF 198.- per person including climbing 
 equipment (climbing belt, Via Ferrata set, helmet)
Language  German / English
Contact details  Mammut Alpine School, +41 62 769 81 83,
 alpineschool@mammut.com
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Rock climbing Ursern Valley
The Gotthard Massif is well known in the climbing scene for its imposing moun-
tain peaks and demanding rocky ridges. The team from Alpina Sport AG brings 
together local mountain guides for beginners and advanced climbers and seeks out 
the ideal sites for the next tour.

Duration 1 day
Number of participants 4-6 persons
Costs from CHF 230 per person
Necessary equipment Equipment rental and guide (incl.), transport   
 and subsistence (excl.)
Languages German / English
Contact details Alpina Sport AG, info@alpina-sport.ch,
 +41 41 887 17 88, www.alpina-sport.ch

Via Ferrata “Hexensteig“ with Mountain Guide
A fixed-rope route in the mountain? Yes and as legends are it remained hidden for 
some time. The “Hexensteig“ in Silenen runs inside a rock fissure for about 90 mi-
nutes over tree stumps, rocky ridges and ladders some 80 metres upwards, where 
witches and black holes can be met.

Duration 1 day
Number of participants 4-6 persons
Costs  from CHF 230 per person
Necessary equipment Equipment rental and guide (incl.), transport   
 and subsistence (excl).
Languages German / English
Contact details Alpina Sport AG, info@alpina-sport.ch,
 +41 41 887 17 88, www.alpina-sport.ch

Via Ferrata “Diavolo“ with Mountain Guide
The “Diavolo“ fixed-rope route starts directly alongside the historical Suworow  
Memorial and ends high above the impressive Schöllenen Gorge. The fixed-rope 
route is ideal for beginners and a local guide leads the tour.

Duration ½ day
Number of participants 4-6 persons
Costs CHF 600 per group
Necessary equipment Via Ferrata set, harness, helmet (Mietpreis CHF 30.-), 
 transport and subsistence (excl.)
Languages German / English
Contact details Alpina Sport AG, info@alpina-sport.ch,
 +41 41 887 17 88, www.alpina-sport.ch
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Guided Tour through the historical Fortress 
The legendary Gotthard Fortress deep inside the mountain – once very secret,  
today a unique museum! Highlights: gigantic crystals, journey on the tunnel 
railway Metro del Sasso – historical fortress with accommodation, ammunition 
magazines and artillery guns.

Number of persons 10 to 100
Duration 2 hours
Guided Tour CHF 32.50.- per person
Languages German / English / Italian / French
Contact details Sasso San Gottardo, info@sasso-sangottardo.ch,
 0844 11 66 00, www.sasso-sangottardo.ch

Tour through the Sasso San Gottardo
The legendary Gotthard Fortress deep inside the mountain – once very secret, 
today a unique museum! Highlights: the first nationwide permanent exhibition 
about Goethe‘s Gotthard travels. Giant crystals and the chamber of wonders,  
Gotthard mythos. Journey with the tunnel railway Metro del Sasso, see the historical 
fortress with its accommodation, ammunition magazines and artillery guns.

Number of persons 10 to 100
Duration 2 hours
Guided Tour CHF 25.- per person (adults), children to 15yrs free
Languages German / English / Italian / French
Contact details Sasso San Gottardo, info@sasso-sangottardo.ch,
 0844 11 66 00, www.sasso-sangottardo.ch

Goethe at the Gotthard – guided tour 
The first nationwide permanent exhibition about Goethe‘s Gotthard travels. In the 
Sasso San Gottardo discover all about Goethe‘s three Gotthard journeys and what 
they had to do with the Gotthard Mythos.

Number of persons 10 to 30
Duration 1 hour
Guided Tour CHF 32.50- per Person
 CHF 20.- (students)
Language German 
Contact details Sasso San Gottardo, info@sasso-sangottardo.ch,
 0844 11 66 00, www.sasso-sangottardo
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Culinary walk Andermatt
On this culinary tour high above Andermatt all the senses will not come up short.
During this day long hiking tour food and drink will be served in the Matti, Schnee-
hüenerstock and Piz Calmot restaurants.

Dates  daily from 2. July until 16. October
Cost  CHF 75.- (adult),
 CHF 41.- (child)
Contact details Kasse Bahnhof, Andermatt-Sedrun-Disentis,  
 +41 58 200 68 68, info@asd-marketing.ch

Sunday Brunch Schneehüenerstock 
The perfect start to a great Sunday: A Brunch buffet in the Schneehüenerstock 
restaurant with an imposing view out over the surrounding mountainous scenery.

Date  Sundays from 3. July until 16. October
Duration from 10.00hrs until 14.00hrs
Cost without Gondel ticket CHF 45.- (adults), 
 CHF 20.- (children)
Cost with Gondel ticket CHF 50.- (adults),
 CHF 23.- (Kinder)
Contact details Mountainfood, +41 58 200 69 08,
 schneehueenerstock@mountainfood.ch

Matti Waffle Day 
Waffles are a tasty culinary delight for the family and are not only loved by  
children. In the family restaurant Matti and with a little creativity one can make 
the best waffles.

Dates Saturdays and Sundays
Cost CHF 8.- per Waffle
Contact details Kasse Bahnhof, Andermatt-Sedrun-Disentis,
 +41 58 200 68 68, info@asd-marketing.ch
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Children‘s Birthday Family Restaurant Matti 
Looking for an original birthday party idea? In the family restaurant Matti this 
anniversary will become a super birthday party.

Date Registration 7 days before the function
Duration All day
Cost   Group with max. 8 children: CHF 300.-
 incl. return journey Gondel Andermatt-Nätschen,
 for every other child (above 8 children) CHF 40.-,
  The birthday child is free of charge as well as 
 one accompanying adult 
Contact details Kasse Bahnhof, Andermatt-Sedrun-Disentis,  
 +41 58 200 68 68, info@asd-marketing.ch

Bike Skills Friday
During Bike Skills training Mountain Bikers improve their ability. Training in a group is 
twice as much fun and video analysis is carried out.

Date Fridays from July to September, from 14.00-17.00hrs
Cost with own bike CHF 70.-
Cost with rented bike CHF 140.- (for the day)
Registration by 17.00hrs two days prior to the event
Contact details Bikewelt Gisler, Piazza Gottardo, Andermatt,   
 andermatt@bikeweltgisler.ch

Introduction Course Biathlon
Concentration, precision, stamina and strength are demanded. Swiss sport  
stars regularly train on the biathlon range in Realp. Reason enough to experience 
the fascination of Biathlon, don‘t you think?

Date Individual training for 1 or 2 persons, 90 minutes,
 for groups – on request an individual programme 
 can be created.
Meeting Point The Armoury Realp
Cost CHF 200.- per Person or Group, incl. 100 rounds
Equipment Weapon and ammunition will be provided on site.
Contact details biathlonacademy-andermatt@gmx.ch
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Clay Pigeon Shooting
Every man and woman can shoot clay pigeons. Shooting is carried out in the 
open air and in almost all weather conditions. After shooting the participants can 
strengthen themselves with food and drink in the Restaurant Zum Dörfli.

Duration 2.5 hours (or on request the timings are flexible)
Number of persons max. 10 per group over 16 years of age.  
Cost CHF 40.- per person
Necessary clothing firm shoes, clothing relevant to current weather 
 conditions.
Meeting Point Parking Restaurant Zum Dörfli
Language German/ English 
Contact details Beat Schmid, +41 79 219 65 38


